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Abstract
Spatial variographic analysis has been performed on rebound index data collected in-situ at the
bottom surface of a concrete floor over 130 m2 of testing area. Possible use of geostatistical
methods in terms of semivariogram, madogram and rodogram analysis was demonstrated. It
has been revealed that the classical methods of geostatistics may be further refined for more
satisfactory use in the spatial variability analysis of in-situ rebound hardness test results on
concrete structures and a possible direction toward the use of empirical estimation of extremal
coefficient functions is proposed.
Keywords: Structural concrete; Nondestructive testing (NDT); Rebound index; Spatial variability;
Variogram

1. Introduction
Geostatistical methods are widely used in mining, geology,
soil science, environmental science, hydrology, meteorology
and recently, in engineering sciences for remote sensing,
surface texture modelling, reliability and risk analysis, service
life design and analysis of non-destructive testing [1-10]. The
spatial variability analysis is well-described in the geostatistical
literature for a long time; the reader may refer to the several
textbooks available in geostatistics [11-16]. The use of the
geostatistical methods for concrete structures is, however, still
very much limited today [8-10].
In-situ non-destructive testing (NDT) of concrete structures
may target strength estimation of structural concrete either to
complete destructive testing or in the absence of drilled cores
for laboratory testing [17-20]. In-situ assessment is frequently
initiated by corrosion problems [21-23].
Structural concrete is a multiple-level heterogeneous
composite material [24-25]. This multiple-level heterogeneity
results both inherent (local) variability and spatial (regional)
variability of the performance properties. Local variability can
be analysed by conventional mathematical statistical methods.
Analysis of regional variability needs spatial models – that are
typically used in geostatistics.

2. Scope of the studies
In the first part of the present series of papers, inherent
variability parameters were analysed corresponding to the
independent test areas of a reinforced concrete slab, in terms of
statistical location parameters, statistical variance parameters,
statistical dispersion parameters and normality parameters [26].
In this second part, spatial variability is studied by contour
plot, omnidirectional semivariogram (variogram of order
2), omnidirectional madogram (variogram of order 1) and
omnidirectional rodogram (variogram of order 1/2).

3. Experimental
The experimental background was provided by the same
structural element that was analysed in [26], i.e. the bottom
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surface of the top concrete slab of a framed, monolithic, subsoil
concrete tunnel was studied, with dimensions of 25.0 m × 7.5
m and a thickness of 0.48 m [10]. The measuring region on
the bottom surface was 22.0 m × 6.0 m. A total number of 42
test areas were selected for Schmidt rebound hammer testing.
N-type original Schmidt rebound hammer was used. Eleven
individual rebound index readings were recorded at each test
area. The measurements were performed by the same operator.

4. Spatial variability analysis of the statistical
parameters
In a practical situation, when eventually weaker regions
of structural concrete within the element are present, it can
be interesting to know that at which extent and in which
directions the discrepancy is present and has influence on
the performance properties. Geostatistical approaches can
be adapted for the analysis of spatial variation. Geostatistics
deals with spatially autocorrelated data (autocorrelation =
correlation between elements of a series and others from the
same series separated from each other by a given interval)
and usually assumes that the differences between the values of
samples are determined by the relative spatial distance of the
samples and the mean and variance of the differences depend
only on the relative distance [13]. Different variograms are
introduced in geostatistical spatial correlation analysis that plot
different correlation parameters of samples as the function of
the separation between two spatial locations (referred to as lag;
indicated with h in the present paper). Empirical semivariogram
can be composed by the empirical semivariances of order 2
(see Appendix). Empirical madogram can be composed by the
empirical semivariances of order 1. Empirical rodogram can
be composed by the empirical semivariances of order 1/2. It
is possible to compose omnidirectional variograms by taking
into account all pairs of data in any possible relative distance,
and it is possible to compose unidirectional variograms by
taking those pairs of data into account that correspond to
a given direction. This latter method was not applied in the
present studies but would be used to find anisotropy in the
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Fig. 1. Variographic analysis for the normality parameters
1. ábra Normalitási paraméterek variográfiai vizsgálata

Fig. 2. Variographic analysis for the statistical location parameters
2. ábra Helyzeti statisztikai paraméterek variográfiai vizsgálata

spatial variability in a practical situation. In our nomenclature,
the term variogram generally covers either semivariogram, or
madogram or rodogram throughout the present paper.
If a variogram levels off (bounded) then a stationary
random field can be used to model the observations [27].

According to the geostatistical modelling nomenclature, the
sill is the value of the actual correlation parameter at which
the variogram levels off and the range is the lag distance over
which the actual correlation parameter is constant. The range
distance can be referred to as correlation distance, over which
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Fig. 3. Variographic analysis for the statistical variance parameters
3. ábra Variancia paraméterek variográfiai vizsgálata

Fig. 4. Variographic analysis for the statistical dispersion parameters
4. ábra Terjedelem paraméterek variográfiai vizsgálata

lag the values of the variable are not correlated (independent).
The correlation distance indicates the degree of similarity of
the variable between two points as a function of the distance
that separates them. The nugget is the value of the actual
correlation parameter at distances smaller than the minimum
lag of observations [13,16]. The nugget effect may provide
information on strong differences in value within very short
distances, or on a structural discontinuity, or on local material
deterioration, or on an erroneous measurement [27].
Experimental variograms cannot be used directly for
modelling and simulation. A wide range of variogram models
are introduced in the literature of geostatistics. Typical models
are the spherical, exponential, Gaussian, wave, nugget models
[13,16]. Combined models are also used.
Figs. 1 to 4 summarize the empirical omnidirectional
semivariograms, madograms and rodograms corresponding
96

to the statistical parameters analysed. In the present study, the
concrete slab has dimensions of 25.0 m × 7.5 m of which the
studied region is 22.0 m × 6.0 m. In geostatistics, a common
rule of thumb is accepted for the maximum lag in a variogram
restricted to half of the diagonal of data extent [28]. It should
be noted that lag is intentionally not limited to about 12 meters
since one dimension of the slab is three times larger than the
other. Restricting the variograms at maximum lag about half
of the diagonal of data extent would not allow the diagrams to
visibly level off and the sill could not be clearly determined. It
should be also noted that intentionally no filtering was applied
for the calculated correlation parameters but the suspected
outlier values are indicated with empty markers in the
variograms. Spherical model is fitted for all the 36 variograms
that is also indicated in Figs. 1 to 4.
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5. Discussion
The strength estimation of concrete by rebound hammer
testing usually applies empirical relationships between
statistical location parameters (mostly the mean and the
median) and the compressive strength. It can be realized by
studying the contour plots (Fig. 2) and as was shown earlier
by linear correlations that the statistical location parameters
are interrelated and a rather strong correlation is found
between the mean and median values for the concrete floor
in the present study [10,26]. It was also demonstrated that
no correlation is found between the statistical location
parameters and the statistical dispersion parameters; no
correlation is found between the statistical location parameters
and normality parameters; as well as no correlation is found
between the statistical dispersion parameters and normality
parameters [26].
It can be realized by studying the contour plots of Fig. 3 and
4 that the interrelated nature of the range and the standard
deviation demonstrated earlier [26] is visible for the concrete
floor in the present study.
Contour plots of Fig. 1 and 4 confirm the earlier findings
[26] about the interrelated nature of the studentized range and
excess kurtosis.
It can be realized in the spatial variability analysis that
the semivariograms, madograms and rodograms can be
constructed for all the twelve statistical parameters and all
variograms are bounded and level off at a more or less clearly
recognizable sill. Nugget is visible in all cases. It can be generally
concluded that semivariograms are the most structured and
rodograms are the least structured. The relative nugget effect
(ratio of nugget and sill) is the strongest for the semivariograms
and the least pronounced for the rodograms. Correlation
ranges are very much similar for all types of variograms and
for all the twelve statistical parameters studied. The correlation
range was found to be about ten meters for the concrete floor
in the present study.
The variograms constructed do not clearly demonstrate
recognizable differences in the spatial variability behaviour (or
trend) of the twelve statistical parameters studied, therefore,
another direction for the spatial variability analysis is presented
here towards the analogues of the analyses of max-stable
stochastic processes.

6. Outlook
Skewed distributions were found to be fit with the best
goodness of fit for the vast majority of frequency histograms
of the local statistical parameters analysed for the concrete
floor in the present study [26]. It was also demonstrated that
best goodness of fit of the Fisher-Tippett (Generalized extreme
value, GEV) distribution could be found for the individual
rebound indices collected at the 42 individual test areas if
no separation of data by location is applied [26]. Therefore,
an analogue for the empirical estimation of the extremal
coefficient function θ (h) is introduced in the present spatial
variability analysis.
Extremal coefficient provides a measure of the degree
of spatial dependence between locations for max-stable

stochastic processes [29]. Similarly to the semivariogram
that can be a tool for measuring dependence of Gaussian
stochastic processes (due to the relationship with covariance),
the madogram is proposed as a tool for measuring dependence
in max-stable stochastic processes (due to the relationship
with the extremal coefficient) [30]. It was shown that an
empirical estimation of the extremal coefficient function can
be constructed with the introduction of a modified madogram,
the F-madogram υ (h), proposed for the distribution function
F (values of F-madograms range from 0 to 1/6 corresponding
to complete dependence and independence, respectively) [31].
The empirical estimation of the extremal coefficient function
becomes:

where
Since extreme value distributions were found to provide
best goodness of fit for the statistical parameters tested in the
present analyses, a simple analogue of the extremal coefficient
function is proposed for the empirical madograms as follows:

where
Appendix).

is the empirical semivariance of order 1 (see

Results are indicated in Fig. 5. It should be noted that outliers
(if any) were filtered and were not plotted in the graphical
representation. It can be realized – on the contrary to the quite
similar semivariogram, madogram or rodogram profiles – that
the performance of the proposed dependence measure θ (1)(h)
is apparently separated to quite different behaviours.
There are statistical parameters for which no trend or very weak
trend is visible: this is the case for normality parameters and for
statistical variance parameters. Clear linear trend is visible for
the statistical dispersion parameters. An exponential variogram
model can be fitted to the statistical location parameters. The
relative nugget effect of the proposed dependence measure
θ (1)(h) is found to be considerably different for the mean, for
the median and for the mode.
At this time it is not clear how the proposed θ (1)(h)
dependence measure can be applicable for the spatial analysis
of real in-situ measurements, but it emphasizes that some
more sensitive parameters may be formulated than the
semivariogram, madogram and rodogram, which behaviour
was not found to be satisfactorily distinctive for the statistical
parameters studied in the present analyses of rebound index
data collected in-situ on a concrete floor. Future research is
needed in this field.

7. Conclusions
Spatial variability analyses were carried out on in-situ
rebound hammer test results collected at the bottom surface
of a concrete floor over 130 m2 of area tested. The following
observations can be highlighted:
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Fig. 5. Analogue for the empirical estimation of the extremal coefficient function for the statistical parameters studied
5. ábra Tapasztalati szélsőérték együttható függvény analógiájának illusztrálása a vizsgált statisztikai paraméterekre vonatkozóan

1. Semivariogram, madogram and rodogram can be
successfully constructed for any statistical parameter
to visualize spatial variability. Variograms always level
off and nugget is clearly observed as well. It was found
that restricting of the variograms at maximum lag about
half of the diagonal of data extent is not practical for the
geometry of the concrete floor studied.
2. It was found that semivariograms are the most structured
and rodograms are the least structured. The relative
nugget effect is the strongest for the semivariograms and
the least pronounced for the rodograms. Correlation
range was found to be about ten meters for the concrete
floor in the present study, independently of the statistical
parameter tested. Further studies on the influence of
outlier filtering in the spatial variability analysis for
rebound index data sets is addressed to future work
since outliers may considerably increase both nugget
and sill in variograms, as indicated in [32].
3. It was found that variograms constructed do not clearly
demonstrate recognizable differences in the spatial
variability behaviour for different statistical parameters,
therefore, a dependence measure was introduced as an
analogue for the empirical estimation of the extremal
coefficient function (defined for F-madogram), with
the simple adaptation of the idea to madograms. It was
demonstrated that the performance of the proposed
dependence measure is apparently separated to quite
different behaviours; providing more sensitivity than
semivariograms, madograms and rodograms.
98
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Appendix. Formulae
The following regional statistical measures were calculated for the spatial
variability during the present analyses:
empirical semivariance of order 2:

empirical semivariance of order 1:

empirical semivariance of order 1/2:

where:
u
f(u)
h
f(u+h)
N(h)

vector of spatial coordinates (with 2D components x and y),
variable under consideration as a function of spatial location,
lag vector representing separation between two spatial locations,
lagged value of variable under consideration,
the number of data pairs separated by lag h.

Local statistical measures were defined in Part 1. of present series of papers.
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Esettanulmány betonszerkezet helyszíni
keménységméréséről
2. rész. A mérőhelyek közötti változékonyság
statisztikai elemzése
A cikk egy vasbeton födém alsó felületének 130 m2-es
szakaszán végzett, helyszíni Schmidt-kalapácsos vizsgálatok eredményeinek statisztikai elemzését mutatja be. A
mérőhelyek közötti változékonyság statisztikai paramétereinek elemzése és az egyes paraméterek közötti korreláció vizsgálata történik meg. Bemutatásra kerül, hogy a
vizsgálat alá vont statisztikai jellemzőkre elkészíthető olyan
félvariogram, madogram és rodogram, amely szférikus mo
dellel modellezhető. A cikk ismertet egy új eljárást a tapasztalati szelsőérték együttható függvény analogiájaként megfogalmazott variográfiai elemzésre.
Kulcsszavak: betonszerkezet; roncsolásmentes vizsgálat;
keménység; visszapattanási érték; mérőhelyek közötti változékonyság; variogram
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